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Overview

Problem
The PAN 2016 author profiling task is a supervised classification 
problem on cross-genre documents (tweets, blog and social media 
posts). The task presents two separate classification problems: gender 
classification and age group classification. The latter is a multi-class (18-
24, 25-34, 35-49, 50-64 and 65+) classification problem. The 
classification problem can be described as follows: An author profile in 
the context of the task is defined as an author’s gender and age group. 
Given a set of documents with author profiles known, learn to identify 
the author’s profile of documents of unknown authorship.

Approach
Our As mentioned in the problem description, we consider the problem 
a supervised classification problem. We pre-process each document, 
extracting features and thus vectorising the input. Once all the features 
a extracted, we train a random forest model. The random forest 
implementation we use is provided by the class RandomForest from the 
machine learning framework WEKA [Hall2009]. We did not tune any 
parameters, but used WEKA's default settings.
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Features
Concreteness
A number of features are based on the concreteness of words within 
tweets. The base of this features is a dataset assembled by Brysbaert et al. 
with the help of Amazon Mechanical Turk [1].

The dataset comprises over 37 thousand words known to a large share of 
the English speaking population. Concreteness is defined in this context, 
whether a word refers to a perceptible entity, driven by the intuition that 
concrete words are easier to remember and to process than words that 
refer to abstract concepts.

Concreteness has been studied in a variety of scenarios, containing the 
tendency to use words with varying degree of concreteness depending on 
age and gender [2].

Our set of concreteness features consists of nine individual numeric 
features, based on three different scores being computed on a per word 
basis:

1. Mean concreteness: The score reflects the concreteness of the words 
within a tweet. Concreteness thereby ranges from 5 to 1.

2. Standard deviation concreteness: This score encodes how strong the 
individual annotators agreed on the concreteness score. For words 
were all raters agreed, the score will be low.

3. Percent known: This score represent the percentage of all raters, who 
indicated that they know the word. This score ranges from 0.85 to 1.

In order to arrive at features at tweet level, all word based scores are 
aggregated. Therefore the minimum, the maximum and the arithmetic 
mean are computed for each of the three types of scores.

Sentiment

We use the well known sentiment library called SentiWordNet [3], which 
provides a linear score between -1 and 1 to specify the polarities of words 
depending on their context. We extract the score of the most used context 
for each token defined in SentiWordNet. We then model the polarity as 
four numeric features, encoding the maximum, minimum and average 
polarity as well as the standard deviation of polarity. These features 
represent the polarity distribution of a tweet seen as a bag of words.

WordNet Domains
To encode the main topics of a tweet in a concise way we used the publicly 
available WordNet Domains corpus [4], an augmented version of WordNet [5] 
assigning words to about 200 hierarchically ordered domains.

Our algorithm creates a set of domains for a given short snippet of text. All domains 
of all words are combined while keeping track of a weight. The weight reflects how 
ambiguous the domain mappings are, thus words with many domains will yield 
lower weights.

Finally, the hierarchy of the domains is exploited, where each sub-domain 
distributed a share of its current weight to its parent. The ranked list of domains is 
finally pruned. All domains with a lower weight than half of the weight of the top 
ranked domain will be removed. On average a short snippet of text will yield a set of 
1 to 5 domains.

In order to convert the set of domains into features we created a binary feature for 
each domain. If a tweet is associated with a certain domain, the corresponding 
feature will be set to true.

Token Length
Users familiar with micro blogging or texting are used to the 140 character limit. As 
a consequence, we expect more frequent usage of abbreviations and acronyms 
from such users. We encode the mean token length and the median token length.

Results
For memory limitations on the validation system we deactivated the WordNet
domains feature group. Here are the evaluation results obtained from TIRA.
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Dataset Gender Age Class Both

dataset2-english-2016-05-07 0.5769 0.3205 0.1410

dataset1-english-2016-03-08 0.0201 0.0086 0.0057

While the results on 'dataset2' are where we expected them to be, the results 
on the results on 'dataset1' are extremely low. We cannot comment on this yet, 
as we have no further details on how the test sets look like.


